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Abstract Drawing from observations and interview data, this essay examines the

role of ‘‘hormiguero agency’’ in nurturing empowered identities amongst Latin@s

in Phoenix, Arizona. Specific links are made to how dehumanizing state level

policies are resisted in multiple spaces, including schools, activist organizations,

and within underground business networks.
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Los humildes se comieron a los nobles

para el 2020 vamos a ser el doble…
si trabajo aquı́ pues aquı́ tengo mi casa

ser imparcial de eso es que se trata

hay que compartir los dulces de la piñata

ahora, si el vaquero nos maltrata

puede ser que a las hormigas les salga lo de Zapata

en equipo se resuelve cualquier contratiempo

cuando te picamos picamos al mismo tiempo….tú quieres guerra?

– Calle 13 (2010), ‘‘El Hormiguero’’

‘‘It is not your fault, it is not my fault, that I write’’ (Baldwin 1963). And although

I could not find the poetry that I wanted, I found the essay. I wake in the middle of

summer, prepared to give. You can see so far ahead in this city––Phoenix.

Monsoons clean up the smog and pimples grow because of all the sweating. They

say you can never go home again. Time, the narrator, the soul, the kids who get on
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water slides in the heart of summer––it all sort of changes. A new group of kids get

to forget their chanclas at the swimming pool. Memories keep the colors of loss and

gain, fresh, in our subconscious. I remember how it used to be. I remember ��� how it

was not.

The struggle, in this mesmerizing blank page, is to narrate publicly what I

internalize privately. There are people that you will never see who bathe in spiritual

revolutions; awake in the midst of Arizona’s ethnic cleansing plot, I make another

left turn at the intersection of melancholy and hope. I’ve been thinking about you.
Outside, it is 119 degrees. Inside of my sister’s red Nissan, está frı́o and a

wonderland of stories spread from seat to seat, window to window. I get to control

the message, the vision, the emotions: I bare witness to the messy landscape

between my eyes, soul, and the brown bodies that walk the streets of Phoenix. What
exactly is happening here?

I don’t live here anymore. I never said goodbye. And I agree: ‘‘nobody leaves his

or her world without having been transfixed by its roots, or with a vacuum for a

soul’’ (Freire 2004, p. 23). I Return––to visit family––in the summer of 2012, as a

former resident of approximately ten years. I used to teach high school social studies

in the barrios of south Phoenix. I graduated from Arizona State University. After

putting together enough change to get a horrible bean burrito at Taco Bell, I would

spend long days at ASU’s west campus, where I learned more about why I was a

Chicano. On Friday nights, idealism was interrogated by the loneliness of the silent,

desert night. I attended mass by sitting on the hood of my car—on top of a

mountain; the city lights decorated the rectangular subdivisions. I would often catch

a glimpse of Chican@ couples who fell in love on the handlebars of bikes. Back

then, I learned that it is not fair. Gloria Anzaldúa, Frantz Fanon, Paulo Freire and

some Chicano vatos that would sometimes roam the campus gave me context,

metaphor, existential angsts, and spiritual putazos. This is the way it’s been going
down.

Sweet life Misplaced palm trees. Swimming pools and allergies. Major cuts in

health care programs for the poor. Cookie-cutter paradise. Chican@s sporting L.A.

Dodger hats and Arizona Cardinals jerseys. Immigrant ‘‘drop houses’’ and right-

wing politicians point their finger at President Obama’s face. Summer vacations to

San Diego para los gringos and Puerto Peñasco para los Mexicanos. Keeping it a

raza surreal in the barrios of south and west Phoenix. The lizards drool at whatever

gets you high. Drink a lot of water. Swallow the pill. Welcome to Phoenix Sky

Harbor Airport––the gateway to your bipolar sweet life.

Let me get back to the red Nissan. This essay is about what I saw, what I

experienced, it examines el hormiguero––their sanctuaries, their activities, their

responses to the anti-Latin@ climate in Phoenix, Arizona. This is an incomplete and

fragmented labor of love. I am not searching for a method; I’m searching for the

smell that comes from subaltern movidas enacted by Latin@s, deep in the arroyo
between policy and the media coverage of Arizona. The poetic revenge of las
hormigas is visible all over the city. I have enough gas, hurt, theory, and frijoles to

keep me going.

If there is no comfort in the truth, there is hope in the fideo and aguas frescas. I

woke early every morning: Monday through Friday. I had to drop my sister off at
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work. Mi hermanita is a social worker; she makes her day in a building that is right

next to the projects. A homeless couple sits on the sidewalk; a mechanic takes

inventory of what is yet to come. We are near downtown Phoenix. She chewed gum

and I took notes. We drove. After a hug at 7:10 am, I drove. Alone. The city was

mine. Like Jack Kerouac, I searched for the high of the hitchhiker and the awe of

serendipity.

Driving takes time, but the day is long There is nothing like a Phoenix summer

day. The weather humbles you. The sunlight burns the steering wheel and not even

the night provides major relief. I spent my days roaming through central and west

Phoenix. Chicano murals cover some walls on 16th street. Sinaloa and Sonora seem

to have taken over the business sector on McDowell Rd. Pros Ranch Supermaket,

reminds me of Cuernavaca. I sit, with my iPad, inside of this store, grubbing on

tacos and sipping on some horchata. Surrounded by a Mexican celebration of food,

music, and soccer on the plasma TV, I am overwhelmed. On my way out, I get some

elote in a cup. I make my way to McDowell street on Phoenix’s west side and El
Pollo Loco gets me thinking of my California days. This is the street where you can

get botas, mariscos, and a quinceañera dress. There are also raza discounts on just

about any product you will ever need. If you go south, you will find many more

streets that are almost exact replicas. I make my way to a gas station and I purchase

a water bottle; I listen carefully and realize that Spanish and Spanglish are the

official languages of these barrios. Even the thriving Spanish language radio stations

play with language and promote all sorts of parties, concerts, charter schools, and

tryouts for La Academia (Mexican version of American Idol) at the local mall.

I know where I am. The media tells me that Mexicans here are in bad shape.

You’ve heard of Governor Jan Brewer, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, the ethnic studies ban,

anti-immigrant legislation. There were some boycotts of Arizona as well, but Lady
Gaga still came. This is the hate state. This is where raza are blamed for everything

from a bad economy to global warming. White male transplants from the Midwest

come out on the news and chatboards to talk about ‘‘the reconquista’’ and ‘‘La

Raza’’ as major national security threats. I get all that, it exists. Pero el hermiguero
doesn’t seem to give a shit. In Phoenix, the ‘‘disciplined’’ Latin@ hormigas appear

to survive within ‘‘heterotopias’’ (Foucault 1967). In these postmodern sites of

agency and resistance, people engage comfortably and uncomfortably in very public

and private ‘‘otherness zones.’’ These liminal spaces thrive within and as responses

to the larger social imaginary that attempts to make them extinct. This existence

resonates well with Foucault’s claim (1967): ‘‘We are in the epoch of simultaneity:

we are in the epoch of juxtaposition, the epoch of the near and far, of the side-

by-side, of the dispersed’’ (p. 1).

This brings me to my sister’s claim: ‘‘Arpaio doesn’t control anything.’’ Of

course, undocumented immigrants still pay a heavy price. There are random

searches and raids in supermarkets and plethora of abuses. I have seen this since the

time that I lived in Phoenix. Yet, there is an economy of brown bodies, networks,

sounds, festivities, and visuals that are out in the open, flourishing, and negotiating

oppression with a massive centering of a bilingual/bicultural experience, deep in the

midst of right wing ideological fire. ‘‘Have you heard about the text message guys?’’

My sister asks. ‘‘No, I respond.’’ Apparently, there are booming Latin@ businesses
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owned by documented and undocumented immigrants that sell some of the best hot

dogs and tacos through an underground circuit of text messaging. My cousins, who

direct and play for the L.A. based banda, Los BuKnas, have also found a loyal

following in Phoenix.

I continue to drive and stare at the ghosts of yesterday. I toss a mental coin out

the window and I pray that the train that goes back and forth about forty times for no

apparent reason, does not stall my progress and ruin my day. I stop at a Starbucks

and begin to read through Arizona newspapers. I realize that the Arizona Dream Act

Coalition will hold a community forum while I am in town. I make a note and call it

a day.

On a Saturday morning in July, my sister gave me a ride to the ASU Downtown

Campus. This is where the Arizona Dream Act Coalition joined forces with Arizona

Congressman Raul Grijalva and the Arizona ACLU. I sit quietly about halfway to

the top of a room full of people. I take a look around. I see young and old, virtually

all Latin@s in the room. Congressman Grijalva expressed his happiness with the

U.S. Supreme Court ruling that got rid of most of the provisions in Arizona’s anti-

immigrant bill, SB 1070. I also heard from the young leadership team of the Arizona

Dream Act. They shared their dreams, disappointments, struggles, and long term

commitment to organizing Arizona so that there eventually is a set of policies that

are more humane and responsive to the needs of the Latin@ community.

Perhaps this community forum leaves more questions than answers. Or perhaps,

it is part of the larger story of Latin@s in Phoenix who, like hormiguitas, are

organizing, living, fighting, and strategically contesting xenophobic policies. This

event is one of many that are addressing these issues. Nearby, I came across a group

of young Latin@s (at a shopping center parking lot) that were trying to grow the

Latin@ vote. This is on the ground recruitment is going on all over the west side of

Phoenix, where a large Latin@ community resides. In fact, ‘‘last year, they made

history by bumping voter turnout nearly 400 percent in West and Central Phoenix

and being part of the team that forced out Russell Pearce, the state Senate president

behind Arizona’s anti-immigrant laws’’ (Alonzo 2012, p.1). Latin@ communities

seem to be engaging in counter narratives and resistance by an hormiguero agency.

I see this is as a process where many sometimes do get ‘‘stepped on’’ (but not

exterminated) by the racist political and discourse structure. As such, there is an

exercise of what I call bypass strategies that help Latin@ businesses grow,

strengthen cultural identity and resolve, and empower activist groups. While some

organizations are facing the legal landscape head-on (i.e. AZ Dream Act Coalition)

many other members of the community continue living, bypassing, and empowering

themselves without a full grasp of the political climate. This form of ‘‘playing the

game from within’’ (Urrieta 2009) and from the ‘‘outside’’ encompasses situational

strategies that addresses the complexity germane to varying dimensions of power,

privilege, access to information, and citizenship and residency status.

After an interview with a Latina teacher, I learned how ‘‘hormiguero agency’’ can

work in an urban school. She teaches 4th grade in a low-income (mostly Latin@)

community on Phoenix’s west side. I asked her about her thoughts concerning the

ethnic studies ban. She responded, ‘‘what ban?’’ She had never heard about it. Her

principal, a Latino male, did not enforce this law in her school. With her barrio roots
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in East Los Angeles as an ontological resource, she told me that she would never

comply with such a law. She saw teaching as a political and activist act where she

consistently uses critical creativity to ‘‘bypass’’ oppressive policies. I wanted to send

her some of the ‘‘banned’’ literature, but in her classroom, no such policy applies.

She just shuts the door and does what she thinks is right.

The red Nissan still has gas, but it is time to go back to my new home in North

Carolina. I am aware that I am only scratching the surface; there are many more

stories that need to be documented. Yet, I leave with a sense that in the valley of the
sun, there are many brown folk living life and resisting hegemonic ‘‘orders’’ as they

continue to ‘‘re-Mexicanize’’ large portions of the city and strategically resist

discriminatory policies in K-12 schools. I realize that Joe Arpaio will likely get

re-elected, soon engage in another publicity stunt, and continue to perform the

identity of someone who is supposedly ‘‘solving’’ the immigration ‘‘problem.’’ But,

I have learned that Phoenix’s hormiguero will likely still go to the pulga, live

bicultural/bilingual lives, and tell their cousins in México about where they will eat

some chilaquiles once they decide to move to Aztlán. Maybe, this is the pedagogy

and consciousness of el hormiguero. Maybe, this is how el hormiguero passes laws
on the street. There is much irony in this story. If Rodriguez (1992) is right: Mexico

is tragedy and the U.S. is clearly comedy. Arizona and carne asada are connected

forever. Calle 13 (2010) puts it best:

pobre del vaquero que nos subestima

cuando duerme se le viene la colonia encima

por eso los vaqueros en todas las esquinas

los tenemos comiendo comida latina.

(Calle 13 (2010), ‘‘El Hormiguero’’)
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